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TECH 10 BOOT
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD  / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5 - 49.5 EUR

 - Lightweight upper combines full-grain 
leather with lightweight microfiber and 
impact and abrasion resistant TPU shell.

 - Innovative, evolutionary TPU shin-plate 
construction for greater range of fitment 
features a reinforced Velcro® closure for 
comfortable, highly customized closure.

 - Shin zone incorporates TPU blade system 
engineered to prevent frontal hyperextension 
and provides greater flex control.

 - Evolutionary design for lateral flex zone 
provides front and rear flexion support 
and helps prevents torsion.

 - Medial-facing panel constructed from TPU with 
rubber insert for maximum grip contact with bike 

and improved heat and abrasion resistance.
 - Contoured TPU calf protector plate 
offers impact resistance.

 - Innovative TPU rear blade system protects heel 
and features a rear hyperextension guard.

 - Extensive TPU protection on toes, foot, heel, 
ankle, calf and shin with extra hard compounds 
on the toe-box, heel and achilles tendon.

 - New closure system includes polymer 
buckles plus alumiunium frame with 
innovative self-aligning, quick release 
closures for customized secure fitment.

 - TPU lower shell is reinforced with metal 
shank and includes toe reinforcement 
for impact and abrasion resistance.

 - All the buckles are replaceable.
 - Soft microfiber gaiter helps seal out 
excessive water and dirt entry.

 - Poly fabric lining with 3D open cell foam incorporates 
anti-sliding suede reinforcement on heel area.

 - Exclusive dual compound sole is seamlessly 
integrated to the multi-density foot 
base structure with built-in support; the 
sole superior durability and grip.

 - Ankle brace system innovative biomechanical inner 
brace features torsion bars to control ankle and leg 
rotation, while allowing freedom of movement.

 - Shock absorbing padding on the heel and 
ankles plus an ultra thin and flexible forefoot 
area for increased sensitivity and control.

 - Replaceaple footpeg insert on sole is 
constructed from hard compound vulcanized 
rubber for durability and protection.

 - Removable anatomic footbed.
 - Tech 10 boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

ANKLE BRACE SYSTEM

 - Innovative biomechanical inner brace features 
torsion bars to control ankle and leg rotation,   
while allowing freedom of movement. 

 - Shock absorbing padding on the heel and 
ankles plus an ultra thin and flexible forefoot 
area for increased sensitivity and control.

 - Removable anatomic footbed.

WHITE VENTED BLACK BLACK WHITEWHITE RED YELLOW FLUO

SIZE WHITE VENTED BLACK WHITE RED 
YELLOW FLUO BLACK WHITE

  7 482-00307 482-00107 482-00607 482-00207
  8 482-00308 482-00108 482-00608 482-00208
  9 482-00309 482-00109 482-00609 482-00209
 10 482-00310 482-00110 482-00610 482-00210
 11 482-00311 482-00111 482-00611 482-00211
 12 482-00312 482-00112 482-00612 482-00212
 13 482-00313 482-00113 482-00613 482-00213
 14 482-00314 482-00114 482-00614 482-00214
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TECH 8 RS BOOT
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD  / 5-15 US CORRESPONDING TO: 38-51 EUR

 - Upper constructed from a combination of full 
grain leather and innovative and light microfiber 
that is flexible and abrasion resistant.

 - Alpinestars inner ankle sleeve is constructed 
from leather with 3D mesh panels and 
incorporates adjustable shock absorbing 
gel inserts on the ankles and a removable 
anatomic footbed for enhanced comfort, fit 
and protection on the ankle and lower leg.

 - Alpinestars exclusive high grip, dual density rubber 
outsole includes footpeg area which is reinforced 
with hard polymer compound for durability and 
comfort. The outsole is fully replaceable.

 - Reinforced lateral flex zone above outward 
facing ankle helps prevent torsion.

 - Contoured shin plate injected with high modulus 

polymer for superior impact and abrasion 
resistance is perforated for ventilation.

 - Contoured calf protector plate is injected with 
high modulus polymer for impact resistance.

 - Extended, internal protection plates constructed 
from injected polymer to guard the ankle and 
lower foot as well as the toe box area.

 - Advanced closure system features strong 
techno-polymer buckles for easy adjustability 
with a precise, secure and streamlined fit.

 - Top and bottom reverse closure design provides 
superior impact security and improved fit.

 - Low profile toe for improved control 
and sensitiveness in the shift area.

 - Full length, sculpted rubber panel on the 
inner side of the boot gives superb grip against 

the bike and is insulated with aluminum 
foil for improved heat resistance.

 - Instep and Achilles flex zones for superior 
comfort, control and support.

 - Replaceable kick starter protection 
insert located on the right boot.

 - Stamped steel sole and heel guard.
 - Soft, polymer gaiter provides effective 
seal around the top of the boot, preventing 
excessive water and dirt entry.

 - Breathable 3D tech mesh lining reduces 
heat buildup and improves comfort.

 - Contoured tempered steel shank is over 
injected inside the mid sole assembly 
for rider safety and support.

 - New buckle closure system includes polymer 

buckles plus aluminum frame with innovative 
self-aligning quick release closures.

 -  All buckles are replaceable.
 - Full inner bootie is constructed with 3D breathable 
mesh plus synthetic material chassis for support, 
plus breathable textile lining on the ankle areas.

 - Ankle features perforated soft comfort padding 
and incorporates adjustable shock absorbing gel 
inserts on the ankles. Gel inserts are replaceable.

 - Dual compound, removable anatomic footbed 
features polymer forefoot plus EVA arch support 
and top textile lining for support and comfort.

 - Replaceaple footpeg insert on sole is 
constructed from hard compound vulcanized 
rubber for durability and protection.

 - Tech 8 RS boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

BLACK RED YELLOW FLUO WHITE BLACK WHITE VENTED

SIZE
BLACK RED 

YELLOW FLUO 
WHITE

BLACK WHITE VENTED

  5 482-40205 482-40105 482-40305
  6 482-40206 482-40106 482-40306
  7 482-40207 482-40107 482-40307
  8 482-40208 482-40108 482-40308
  9 482-40209 482-40109 482-40309
 10 482-40210 482-40110 482-40310
 11 482-40211 482-40111 482-40311
 12 482-40212 482-40112 482-40312
 13 482-40213 482-40113 482-40313
 14 482-40214 482-40114 482-40314
 15 482-40215 482-40115 482-40315
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TECH 7 BOOT
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD  / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-16 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-52 EUR

BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUOBLACK BLACK TURQUOISE WHITE RED BLACK RED YELLOWWHITE BLACK ORANGE WHITE BLUE WHITE YELLOW FLUO BLUEBLACK WHITE RED

 - Lightweight upper combines  
suede leather with lightweight 
microfiber for impact and 
abrasion resistant TPU shell. 

 - Innovative, evolutionary TPU 
shin-plate construction for 
greater range of fitment 
features a reinforced Velcro® 
closure for comfortable, 
highly customized closure.

 - Soft microfiber gaiter 
helps seal out excessive 
water and dirt entry.

 - Evolutionary design for lateral 
flex zone provides front and 
rear flexion support and 
helps prevents torsion.

 - Medial-facing panel constructed 
from TPU with rubber insert 
for maximum grip contact 
with bike and improved heat 
and abrasion resistance.

 - Contoured TPU calf protector 
plate offers impact resistance.

 - Extensive TPU protection 
on toes, foot, heel, ankle, 
calf and shin with extra hard 
compounds on the toe-box, 
heel and achilles tendon.

 - New closure system includes 
polymer buckles plus aluminium 
frame with innovative self-
aligning, quick release closures 
for customized secure fitment.

 - All the buckles are replaceable.
 - TPU lower shell is reinforced 
with metal shank and includes 
toe reinforcement for impact 
and abrasion resistance.

 - Poly fabric lining with 3d 
open cell foam incorporates 
anti-sliding suede 
reinforcement on heel area.

 - Exclusive dual compound sole 

is seamlessly integrated to the 
multi-density foot base structure 
with built-in support; the sole 
superior durability and grip.

 - Main flexion of the boot is 
supported around medial and 
lateral ankle by low profile pivot 
system which all dissipates the 
friction when bending the boot.

 - Shock absorbing padding on the 
heel and ankles plus an ultra 
thin and flexible forefoot area for 
increased sensitivity and control.

 - Removable anatomic 
footbed in lycra on top.

 - Replaceable footpeg insert on 
sole is constructed from hard 
compound vulcanized rubber 
for durability and protection.

 - Tech 7 boot is CE certified 
to EN 13634:2010.

SIZE BLACK WHITE
BLACK 
WHITE

 RED

BLACK 
TURQUOISE 
WHITE RED

BLACK RED 
YELLOW

BLACK WHITE 
YELLOW 

FLUO

BLACK 
ORANGE 

WHITE BLUE

WHITE 
YELLOW FLUO 

BLUE
  5 482-20105 482-20305 482-20405 482-20905 482-20605 482-20505 482-20705 482-20805
  6 482-20106 482-20306 482-20406 482-20906 482-20606 482-20506 482-20706 482-20806
  7 482-20107 482-20307 482-20407 482-20907 482-20607 482-20507 482-20707 482-20807
  8 482-20108 482-20308 482-20408 482-20908 482-20608 482-20508 482-20708 482-20808
  9 482-20109 482-20309 482-20409 482-20909 482-20609 482-20509 482-20709 482-20809
 10 482-20110 482-20310 482-20410 482-20910 482-20610 482-20510 482-20710 482-20810
 11 482-20111 482-20311 482-20411 482-20911 482-20611 482-20511 482-20711 482-20811
 12 482-20112 482-20312 482-20412 482-20912 482-20612 482-20512 482-20712 482-20812
 13 482-20113 482-20313 482-20413 482-20913 482-20613 482-20513 482-20713 482-20813
 14 482-20114 482-20314 482-20414 482-20914 482-20614 482-20514 482-20714 482-20814
 15 482-20115 482-20315 482-20415 482-20915 482-20615 482-20515 482-20715 482-20815
 16 482-20116 482-20316 482-20416 482-20916 482-20616 482-20516 482-20716 482-20816
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BLACK WHITE BLACK WHITE RED BLUE BLACK WHITE RED YELLOW FLUO RED WHITE BLACK

TECH 5 BOOT
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD  / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-16 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-52 EUR

 - Upper constructed from 
innovative and light 
microfiber material with 
action leather on toe box.

 - Redesigned instep and Achilles 
accordion flex zones.

 - Contoured TPU calf 
protector plate, TPU higher 
medial protector and TPU 
outer lateral ankle.

 - Injected TPU shin plate 
connected with the TPU medial 
protector panel; Velcro® 
upper closure, plus TPR flap 
for broad ranging calf fit 
adjustment and support. The 
TPU higher medial protector 
designed with technical 

texture for improved grip.
 - Bio-mechanical pivot.
 - Ergonomic TPU triple 
buckle straps.

 - Innovative one-piece TPU 
injected dual compound foot 
shell, reinforced by a metal 
shank inside and co-injected 
toe reinforcement.

 - TPU heel patch connected 
with shell and lateral/
medial TPU sections.

 - Extended PU synthetic gaiter 
helps seal out excessive 
water and dirt entry.

 - Soft poly foam surrounds 
the ankles and collar.

 - Entire textile lining.
 - New closure system includes 
4 polymer buckles with an 
innovative closure system. This 
closure includes a ratchet with 
memory and a quick release/
locking system with self-aligning 
design for precise closure; the 
all buckles are replaceable. 
Replaceable anatomic EVA 
footbed with textile lining on top.

 - Exclusive high grip 
rubbercompound outsole. 

 - Tech 5 boot is CE certified 
to EN 13634:2010.

SIZE BLACK WHITE BLACK WHITE RED BLUE BLACK WHITE RED 
YELLOW FLUO RED WHITE BLACK

  5 482-30105 482-30205 482-30305 482-30605 482-30405
  6 482-30106 482-30206 482-30306 482-30606 482-30406
  7 482-30107 482-30207 482-30307 482-30607 482-30407
  8 482-30108 482-30208 482-30308 482-30608 482-30408
  9 482-30109 482-30209 482-30309 482-30609 482-30409
 10 482-30110 482-30210 482-30310 482-30610 482-30410
 11 482-30111 482-30211 482-30311 482-30611 482-30411
 12 482-30112 482-30212 482-30312 482-30612 482-30412
 13 482-30113 482-30213 482-30313 482-30613 482-30413
 14 482-30114 482-30214 482-30314 482-30614 482-30414
 15 482-30115 482-30215 482-30315 482-30615 482-30415
 16 482-30116 482-30216 482-30316 482-30616 482-30416
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TECH 1 BOOT
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD  / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-16 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-52 EUR

 - Upper construction is made from 
innovative and light microfiber 
material that is flexible and abrasion 
resistant plus light microfiber 
on front and rear bellow.

 - Toe box is made of 
synthetic material.

 - Replaceable stamped 
steel sole guard.

 - Redesigned instep and achilles 
accordion flex zones.

 - Extended PU synthetic gaiter 
helps seal out excessive 
water and dirt entry.

 - Contoured TPU calf protector 
plate, TPU higher medial protector, 
TPU outer lateral ankle and 
TPU heel counter offer support 
and resistance to impacts.

 - Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on 

top of the TPU calf protector gives 
protection and comfort on rear flex.

 - Injected TPU shin plate connected 
with the TPU medial protector 
panel; Velcro® upper closure, plus 
TPR flap for broad ranging calf 
fit adjustment and support.

 - The TPU higher medial protector 
is designed with technical 
texture for improved grip.

 - Bio-mechanical medial blade system 
allows a good front rear flex giving 
support and protection to the ankle.

 - The ergonomic TPU triple buckle 
straps are wrapping harmoniously 
the front flex from the medial 
protector to the lateral side 
without compromising the flex.

 - New closure system includes 
3 polymer buckles with an 

innovative closure system. This 
closure includes a ratchet with 
memory and a quick release/
locking system with self-aligning 
design for easy, precise closure; 
the all buckles are replaceable.

 - Innovative one-piece TPU 
injected insole, reinforced by a 
metal shank inside and co-
injected toe reinforcement.

 - Soft foams surrounds the ankles 
and collar offer comfort and 
shock absorbing performance.

 - Entire textile lining for more comfort.
 - Replaceable EVA footbed 
with textile lining on top.

 - Exclusive high grip rubber compound 
outsole. The sole is replaceable.

 - Tech 1 boot is CE certified 
to EN 13634:2010.

WHITE BLACK BLACK WHITE BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO RED BLACK YELLOW FLUO

SIZE WHITE BLACK BLACK WHITE BLACK WHITE 
YELLOW FLUO RED

BLACK YELLOW 
FLUO

  5 482-35305 482-35105 482-35205 482-35605 482-35505
  6 482-35306 482-35106 482-35206 482-35606 482-35506
  7 482-35307 482-35107 482-35207 482-35607 482-35507
  8 482-35308 482-35108 482-35208 482-35608 482-35508
  9 482-35309 482-35109 482-35209 482-35609 482-35509
 10 482-35310 482-35110 482-35210 482-35610 482-35510
 11 482-35311 482-35111 482-35211 482-35611 482-35511
 12 482-35312 482-35112 482-35212 482-35612 482-35512
 13 482-35313 482-35113 482-35213 482-35613 482-35513
 14 482-35314 482-35114 482-35214 482-35614 482-35514
 15 482-35315 482-35115 482-35215 482-35615 482-35515
 16 482-35316 482-35116 482-35216 482-35616 482-35516
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TECH 7S BOOT
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD  / PRODUCED SIZES: 2-8 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 34-42 EUR

 - Tech 7S is specifically designed 
and sized for junior and /
or smaller framed riders.

 - PU-reinforced microfiber upper 
for flexibility, abrasion resistance, 
water-resistance and weight-saving. 
Material ensures consistent fit and 
is easy to maintain and clean.

 - Contoured shin plate is injected with 
high modulus TPU for excellent levels 
of impact and abrasion resistance.

 - Medial facing side incorporates 
TPU panel with specially designed 
sculpturing for maximum grip 
contact with bike and improved 
heat and abrasion resistance.

 - One-piece injected dual compound 
foot shell with co-injected hard 
toe protector and integrated steel 

shank. The shell is highly resistant 
to abrasion and impact, adds to 
the boot’s overall durability and 
improves boot’s streamlining. 

 - Excellent flexion provided by low 
profile medial and lateral pivot system 
to offer movement and support. 

 - Instep and Achilles accordion 
flex zones constructed for 
superior control and support.

 - Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry. 

 - Compound sole is seamlessly 
integrated into the base structure 
for superior durability, high 
performing rubber grip patterning, 
and feel. The sole is replaceable.

 - Soft poly foam reinforcement on 
ankles and collar for long lasting 

comfort and shock absorption.
 - Removable anatomic footbed 
for comfort and support ensures 
even weight distribution.

 - 3D mesh textile with open 
cell foam for improved air 
circulation and comfort.

 - Buckle closure system incorporates 
polymer and fiberglass buckle arms 
and high-impact aluminum bridge 
closures for durability and weight-
saving. Buckle system features 
memory and a quick release/locking 
system with self-aligning design for 
easy, precise closure and improved 
riding performance and security. 
All buckles are easily replaceable.

 - The Tech 7s boot is CE 
certified to EN 13634:2010.

BLACK WHITE BLACK RED YELLOW FLUO BLUE WHITE RED YELLOW FLUO BLACK YELLOW FLUO BLACK ORANGE WHITE BLUE

SIZE BLACK WHITE BLACK RED 
YELLOW FLUO

BLUE WHITE RED 
YELLOW FLUO

BLACK
 YELLOW FLUO

BLACK ORANGE 
WHITE BLUE

  2 482-25202 482-25602 482-25302 482-25502 482-25702
  3 482-25203 482-25603 482-25303 482-25503 482-25703
  4 482-25204 482-25604 482-25304 482-25504 482-25704
  5 482-25205 482-25605 482-25305 482-25505 482-25705
  6 482-25206 482-25606 482-25306 482-25506 482-25706
  7 482-25207 482-25607 482-25307 482-25507 482-25707
  8 482-25208 482-25608 482-25308 482-25508 482-25708
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WHITE BLACK BLACK

TECH 3S BOOT
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD  / US 2-8 YOUTH / CORRESPONDING TO: EUR 34-42 

 - Constructed using synthetic material.
 - Designed specifically for junior riders.
 - Contoured shin plate protector is injected 
with high-modulus TPU for a high level 
of impact and abrasion resistance.

 - 3-stage instep flex zone for maximum 
comfort, control and support.

 - External TPU panel located on calf area 
of boot to provide grip against bike. 

 - Rubber sole construction coupled 
with soft EVA midsole.

 - Internal toe and heel protection PU 
reinforcement molded into the inner 

structure for enhanced protection.
 - Internal ankle protection molded into 
the internal construction of the boot.

 - External PU molded toe protector providing 
the ultimate in grip and safety.

 - Additional specially modified smaller 
foot bed to accommodate growth and 
extended longevity of product (only 
available in boots size: 10-11-12-13-1-2-3-4).

 - Removable anatomical foot bed.
 - Exclusive rubber outsole design with 
unique side wrapping design.

 - TECH 3s boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

SIZE WHITE BLACK BLACK
  1 482-42201 482-42101
  2 482-42202 482-42102
  3 482-42203 482-42103
  4 482-42204 482-42104
  5 482-42205 482-42105
  6 482-42206 482-42106
  7 482-42207 482-42107
  8 482-42208 482-42108
 10 482-42210 482-42110
 11 482-42211 482-42111
 12 482-42212 482-42112
 13 482-42213 482-42113
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TECH 7 ENDURO BOOT
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD  / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-14 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5 - 49.5 EUR

 - Upper constructed from light, innovative microfiber 
that is flexible and abrasion resistant. Innovative, 
evolutionary TPU shin-plate construction for greater 
range of fitment features a reinforced Velcro® 
closure for comfortable, highly customized closure

 - Shin zone incorporates a TPU blade system 
engineered to prevent frontal hyperextension 
and offer greater flex control. 

 - Specifically designed sole provides Enduro 
riders superior durability, grip, feel and 
a high level of structural rigidity. 

 - Wide entry aperture for convenience with 

Velcro® upper closure TPR flap to allow broad 
ranging calf fit adjustment and support. 

 - Medial-facing area constructed from one-
piece TPU panel with honeycomb sculpturing 
for maximum grip contact with bike and 
improved heat and abrasion resistance. 

 - Top rear flexion of the boot is supported 
around the calf by an innovative TPU sliding 
blade system which dissipates the friction

 - Ergonomic buckle system offers secure 
and highly personalised closure.

 - Innovative TPU lateral ankle protection 
provides biomechanical link between the 
middle lateral and the bottom lateral of the 
boot. Instep and Achilles accordion flex zones 
constructed for superior control and support.

 - TPU lower shell is reinforced with metal 
shank and includes toe reinforcement 
for impact and abrasion resistance. 

 - Extended microfiber gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry.

 - New closure system includes polymer buckles plus 
aluminum frame with innovative self-aligning, quick 

release closures for customized secure fitment. 
 - All buckles are easily replaceable.
 - Breathable mesh 3D liner with anti-sliding 
microfiber suede reinforcement on the heel area.

 - Soft poly-foam surrounds the ankles and collar 
offer comfort and shock absorbing performance. 

 - Removable anatomic footbed. 
 - Exclusive high grip rubber double 
density compound outer sole. 

 - Sole and footpeg are replaceable.
 - Tech 7 Enduro boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

BLACK WHITE BLACK WHITE YELLOW FLUO BLACK ORANGE WHITE BLUE

SIZE BLACK WHITE BLACK WHITE 
YELLOW FLUO

BLACK ORANGE 
WHITE BLUE

  7 482-28107 482-28307 482-28507 482-28707
  8 482-28108 482-28308 482-28508 482-28708
  9 482-28109 482-28309 482-28509 482-28709
 10 482-28110 482-28310 482-28510 482-28710
 11 482-28111 482-28311 482-28511 482-28711
 12 482-28112 482-28312 482-28512 482-28712
 13 482-28113 482-28313 482-28513 482-28713
 14 482-28114 482-28314 482-28514 482-28714
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TECH 1 ALL TERRAIN BOOT
MOTOCROSS / OFF-ROAD  / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5 - 48.5 EUR

 - Multi-material upper constructed from 
lightweight, abrasion resistant and durable 
microfiber which incorporates anatomically 
profiled copolymer protection.  

 - Featuring unique Alpinestars compound all terrain 
sole for grip and support. The sole is replaceable.  

 - Newly designed microfiber front and rear flex inserts 
for control, support and front and rear movement.

 - Bio-mechanical medial blade system 
allows a good front rear flex giving 
support and protection to the ankle

 - Contoured co-injected polymer shin and calf 
protection connects on the lateral side to 

provide excellent all-round protection. 
 - Comprehensive boot support and protection 
provided by copolymer protection in the 
lateral, medial, heel counter and toe box 
for excellent impact performance. 

 - Rear TPR gaiter patch applied on top of the TPU calf 
protector gives protection and comfort on rear flex.

 - Injected TPU shin plate connected with 
the TPU medial protector panel; Velcro® 
upper closure, plus TPR flap for broad 
ranging calf fit adjustment and support.

 - The ergonomic TPU triple buckle 
straps harmoniously the front of the 

boot without compromising flex.
 - New closure system includes 3 polymer buckles 
with an innovative closure system. This closure 
includes a ratchet with memory and a quick release/
locking system with self-aligning design for easy, 
precise closure; all buckles are replaceable.

 - Extended PU gaiter helps seal out 
excessive water and dirt entry.

 - Medial-facing texture patterning 
provides improved grip on bike. 

 - Replaceable stamped steel sole guard.
 - Full technical textile lining for 

comfort and moisture wicking. 
 - Replaceable EVA footbed features 
textile lining for comfort.   

 - Soft, multi-density foam surrounds ankles and collar 
for comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 - Versatile upper Velcro® closure provides 
adaptable fit for wide range of leg sizes. 

 - Innovative one-piece TPU injected insole, 
reinforced by a metal shank inside and 
co-injected toe reinforcement.

 - Tech 1 AT boot is CE certified to EN 13634:2010.

ALL-
TERRAIN
SOLE

BLACK

SIZE BLACK
  7 482-39107
  8 482-39108
  9 482-39109
 10 482-39110
 11 482-39111
 12 482-39112
 13 482-39113
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TECH-T BOOT
TRIALS / OFF-ROAD  / PRODUCED SIZES: 5-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 38-48 EUR

 - Upper constructed from a combination of 
full grain leather and innovative microfiber 
for durability and abrasion resistance,  

 - Extended front and rear accordion stretch 
zones for improved flex, control and support.

 - Double density TPU ankle protector disks are layered 
under the upper and backed by poly-foam padding.

 - Ergonomically contoured shinplate is 
injected with high modulus TPU for a high 
level impact and abrasion resistance.

 - Wide entry aperture for convenience with 
Velcro® upper closure TPR flap to allow broad 
ranging calf fit adjustment and support.

 - 3D mesh textile with open cell foam for 
improved air circulation and comfort.

 - Extended PU synthetic gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry.

 - Soft poly foam reinforcement on ankles and collar 
for long lasting comfort and shock absorption.

 - Three buckles closure system with memory, 
featuring an integrated quick release/locking 
system closure. Buckles are injected with 
high impact resistant techno polymer.

 - Internal toe box and heel counter protection 
is layered under the upper for durability.

 - Leather shift pad for abrasion resistance 
and structural protection.

 - Polymer insole with integrated steel 
shank reinforcement for structure 

and support to the arch area.
 - Exclusive compound rubber sole with high grip, 
rough terrain design. The outsole is replaceable.

 - Replaceable anatomic footbed for comfort and 
support ensures even weight distribution.

 - The TECH T is CE certified to CE 
CERTIFIED EN 13634:2010.   

BLACK RED BROWN OILED WHITE RED YELLOW FLUO BLACK WHITE BLACK

SIZE BLACK RED BROWN OILED
WHITE RED 

YELLOW FLUO 
BLACK

WHITE BLACK

  5 482-43105 482-43005 482-43605 482-43205
  6 482-43106 482-43006 482-43606 482-43206
  7 482-43107 482-43007 482-43607 482-43207
  8 482-43108 482-43008 482-43608 482-43208
  9 482-43109 482-43009 482-43609 482-43209
 10 482-43110 482-43010 482-43610 482-43210
 11 482-43111 482-43011 482-43611 482-43211
 12 482-43112 482-43012 482-43612 482-43212
 13 482-43113 482-43013 482-43613 482-43213
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TOUCAN GORE-TEX® BOOT
ADVENTURE TOURING / LIGHT OFF-ROAD / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 39-47 EUR

 • Innovative lateral ankle protection with supporting 
biomechanical link between the upper boot and the 
lower foot structure provides support and control.

 • Medial side structure is contoured for 
perfect fit and flexibility fit, with reinforced 
polymer and rubber sculpturing for grip and 
protection against bike’s heat and impact.

 • Advanced TPU protection layer covers the 
internal heel counter and toe box enhancing 
support and rigidity in key impact areas.

 • Coated leather panel forms the outer 
surface of the toe box providing effective 
abrasion and weather resistance.

 • Heel is encased in a moulded external protector 
for increased impact dissipation and absorption.

 • Ankle protector is carefully shaped around 
the ankle bone, with reduced volume, to 
optimize protection and comfort.

 • High modulus shin guard incorporates an 
innovative, vertical, flex blade system offering 
improved forward and rearward control and a 
high level of impact and abrasion resistance.

 • Advanced instep and Achilles accordion flex 
zone construction, made of soft microfibers, 
gives superior comfort, control and support.

 • Medial surface stamped on top calf suede 

panel improves grip and protection.
 • Wide entry aperture for convenience, with 

secure upper TPR and Velcro closure flap to 
allow broad ranging calf fit adjustment and 
support. Boot can be worn under and over 
riding pants and denims for adaptability.

 • Closure system features 2 polymer buckles 
plus aluminum frames with innovative 
self-aligning, quick release, closures for 
customized and secure fitment.

 • Screw fixed buckle base is replaceable.
 • Upper collar and inner lining are formed with 

breathable mesh for riding comfort and freshness.

 • Full waterproof and breathable Gore-Tex® 
lining ensures 100% moisture protection while 
maintaining high levels of perspiration exchange.

 • Removable anatomic structured footbed.
 • Internal toe box and heel counter are built-in, 

under the outer skin for robust protection.
 • Unique Alpinestars advanced sole construction, 

fully perimeter stitched, is fully replaceable. The 
sole construction includes a structured midsole 
and rigid insole with an integrated steel shank 
for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety

 • Toucan Gore-tex® boot is CE 
certified to EN 13634:2010.

TOURING COMFORT FIT

BLACK

SIZE BLACK
  7 482-45107
  8 482-45108
  9 482-45109
 10 482-45110
 11 482-45111
 12 482-45112
 13 482-45113
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COROZAL ADVENTURE DRYSTAR® BOOT
ADVENTURE TOURING  / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5 - 48.5 EUR

 - The upper is constructed from PU coated 
leather on lower medial panel, both with 
heat press texture for superior grip.

 - Front and rear bellow made with 
lightweight microfiber for more 
durability and abrasion resistance.

 - Extended PU coated leather gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry; rear gaiter 
includes rubber insert for flexbility and comfort.

 - TPU shin plate  and calf plate offer 
support and resistance for impacts.

 - Bio-mechanical lateral “flexi-blade” system 
provides execellent front and rear movment while 
offering support and protection to the ankle.

 - TPU shift pad made with technical 
texture for added grip plus foam padding 
on underneath for better comfort.

 - Wide entry aperture for convenience 
with Velcro® upper closure flap to allow 
broad ranging calf fit adjustment.

 - TPU double density ankles protector 
on medial side for protection.

 - New closure system includes 2 polymer 
buckles with an innovative closure system. 
This closure includes a ratchet with memory 
and a quick release/locking system with self-
aligning design for easy, precise closure.

 - Soft foams surrounds the ankles and collar offer 
comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 - Drystar® membrane layer between 
upper and lining for proven performance 
in difficult weather conditions.

 - Toe box and heel counter reinforcement 

are layered under the upper.
 - PP insole with steel shank co-injected 
for excellent feel and safety.

 - Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound 
for optimal combination of comfort and grip.

 - Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed 
with Lycra® lining on top.

 - Corozal Drystar® boot is CE 
certified to EN 13634:2010.

BLACK

ADVENTURE TOURING FIT

SIZE BLACK
  7 482-47107
  8 482-47108
  9 482-47109
 10 482-47110
 11 482-47111
 12 482-47112
 13 482-47113
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COROZAL ADVENTURE DRYSTAR® BOOT OILED LEATHER
ADVENTURE TOURING  / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5 - 48.5 EUR

 - The upper is constructed from full grain 
oiled leather on lower medial panel, both 
with heat press texture for superior grip.

 - Front and rear bellow made with 
lightweight microfiber for more 
durability and abrasion resistance.

 - Extended PU coated leather gaiter helps seal 
out excessive water and dirt entry; rear gaiter 
includes rubber insert for flexbility and comfort.

 - TPU shin plate  and calf plate offer 
support and resistance for impacts.

 - Bio-mechanical lateral “flexi-blade” system 
provides execellent front and rear movment while 
offering support and protection to the ankle.

 - TPU shift pad made with technical 
texture for added grip plus foam padding 
on underneath for better comfort.

 - Wide entry aperture for convenience 
with Velcro® upper closure flap to allow 
broad ranging calf fit adjustment.

 - TPU double density ankles protector 
on medial side for protection.

 - New closure system includes 2 polymer 
buckles with an innovative closure system. 
This closure includes a ratchet with memory 
and a quick release/locking system with self-
aligning design for easy, precise closure.

 - Soft foams surrounds the ankles and collar offer 
comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 - Drystar® membrane layer between 
upper and lining for proven performance 
in difficult weather conditions.

 - Toe box and heel counter reinforcement 

are layered under the upper.
 - PP insole with steel shank co-injected 
for excellent feel and safety.

 - Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber compound 
for optimal combination of comfort and grip.

 - Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed 
with Lycra® lining on top.

 - Corozal Drystar® boot is CE 
certified to EN 13634:2010.

BROWN OILED LEATHER

ADVENTURE TOURING FIT

SIZE BROWN OILED 
LEATHER

  7 482-47007
  8 482-47008
  9 482-47009
 10 482-47010
 11 482-47011
 12 482-47012
 13 482-47013
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BELIZE DRYSTAR® BOOT
TOURING  / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5 - 48.5 EUR

 - The upper is constructed from PU coated 
leather on lower medial panel and suede 
leather on higher medial panel both with 
heat press texture for superior grip.

 -  Front and rear bellow are made with lightweight 
microfiber for more flexibility and comfort.

 - New TPU Shin Plate and calf plate design 
offer support and resistance for impacts. 

 - TPU Shift pad made with technical 
texture for added grip plus foam padding 
on underneath for better comfort.

 - Wide entry aperture for convenience with 
2 lateral buckles (shin plate and instep) 
for a precise and adjustable closure.

 - Inner TPU ankles protector double density 
on medial side for protection.

 - New lateral ankle closure system includes 2 
polymer buckle. The closure includes a ratchet 
with memory and a quick release/locking 
system with self-aligning design for easy, precise 
closure; the all buckles are replaceable.

 - Bio-mechanical lateral “flexi-blade” system 

provides excellent front and rear movement while 
offering support and protection to the ankle.

 - Soft poly foam surrounds the ankles and collar 
offer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 - Drystar® membrane layer between 
upper and lining for proven performance 
in difficult weather conditions.

 - Internal toe box and heel counter 
reinforcement are layered under the upper. 

 - Polypropylene insole with steel shank co-injected 
for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.

 - The boot height stop just under the 
calf to offer a sporty alternative to the 
traditional touring high boot design.

 - Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus 
injected PU midsole designed for optimal 
combination of comfort and grip.

 - Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed 
with Lycra lining on top.

 - The BELIZE Drystar® boot is CE certified 
to CE CERTIFIED EN 13634:2010.

BLACK

SIZE BLACK
  7 482-46107
  8 482-46108
  9 482-46109
 10 482-46110
 11 482-46111
 12 482-46112
 13 482-46113
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BELIZE DRYSTAR® BOOT OILED LEATHER
TOURING  / PRODUCED SIZES: 7-13 US / CORRESPONDING TO: 40.5 - 48.5 EUR

 - The upper is constructed from full grain 
oiled leather  on lower medial panel and 
suede leather on higher medial panel both 
with heat press texture for superior grip.

 -  Front and rear bellow are made with lightweight 
microfiber for more flexibility and comfort.

 - New TPU Shin Plate and calf plate design 
offer support and resistance for impacts. 

 - TPU Shift pad made with technical 
texture for added grip plus foam padding 
on underneath for better comfort.

 - Wide entry aperture for convenience with 
2 lateral buckles (shin plate and instep) 
for a precise and adjustable closure.

 - Inner TPU ankles protector double density 
on medial side for protection.

 - New lateral ankle closure system includes 2 
polymer buckle. The closure includes a ratchet 
with memory and a quick release/locking 
system with self-aligning design for easy, precise 
closure; the all buckles are replaceable.

 - Bio-mechanical lateral “flexi-blade” system 

provides excellent front and rear movement while 
offering support and protection to the ankle.

 - Soft poly foam surrounds the ankles and collar 
offer comfort and shock absorbing performance.

 - Drystar® membrane layer between 
upper and lining for proven performance 
in difficult weather conditions.

 - Internal toe box and heel counter 
reinforcement are layered under the upper. 

 - Polypropylene insole with steel shank co-injected 
for excellent feel and rigid comfort and safety.

 - The boot height stop just under the 
calf to offer a sporty alternative to the 
traditional touring high boot design.

 - Alpinestars exclusive vulcanized rubber plus 
injected PU midsole designed for optimal 
combination of comfort and grip.

 - Replaceable anatomical EVA footbed 
with Lycra lining on top.

 - The BELIZE Drystar® boot is CE certified 
to CE CERTIFIED EN 13634:2010.

BROWN OILED LEATHER

SIZE BROWN OILED 
LEATHER

  7 482-46007
  8 482-46008
  9 482-46009
 10 482-46010
 11 482-46011
 12 482-46012
 13 482-46013
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BNS TECH CARBON NECK SUPPORT
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: XS - M / L - XL

 - The BNS Tech is constructed from an advanced, high-
performance carbon polymer compound to offer:

 - Structural integrity and frame strength against 
heavy impact energies during a crash.

 - Ultra-lightweight performance 
and comfort while riding.

 - Resilience to low temperatures, below 0°C.
 - The BNS Tech is designed to provide a 
customizable, secure and personalized fit with: 

 - SAS (Size Adapter System) for a versatile 
fitment in size ranges XS-M and L-XL.

 - Lycra®-laminated foam padding kits: adaptable 
and interchangeable EVA foam pads allow 
compatibility with body protection systems. 

 - Strap System: Light strap worn 
over or under the jersey.

 - The BNS Tech incorporates a bio-organic 
engineering design for superb ergonomics: 

 - Rear stabilizer promotes PFR (Progressive 
Force Relief) and dissipates energy loads by 
transmitting them across the back and shoulders 
and away from spine (thoracic vertebrae), and 
is connected to the frames via pivot key.

 - Frame construction promotes improved contact 
with helmet during impact – including rear 
support edge that fits closer to the body, extra 
width to account for different helmet sizes 

and raised chest to reduce hyper-flexion. 
 - Innovative quick-release locking system 
for rapid and efficient fitting/removal 
offers secure and convenient closure.

 - Compressed EVA foam compound padding 
to distribute the impact force over the 
widest area, yet remain lightweight.

 - Category 2 CE certified under the 
PPE Directive (89/686/EEC).

SIZE ANTHRACITE RED 
WHITE

XS/M 482-6000
L/XL 482-6001

BNS A-STRAP
482-6019 ANTHRACITE

SUBSTANTIAL STRAP SYSTEM WHICH 
SECURES THE BNS ONTO THE RIDER 

WITH THE AID OF A CHEST STRAP.
SIZE OS
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BNS PRO NECK SUPPORT
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: XS - M / L - XL

 - The BNS Pro is constructed from an advanced, 
performance fiberglass resin to offer:

 - Structural integrity and frame strength against 
heavy impact energies during crash.

 - Lightweight performance and comfort while riding. 
 - Resilience to low temperatures, below 0°C.
 - The BNS Pro is designed to provide a customizable, 
secure and personalized fit with:  

SAS (Size Adapter System) for a versatile 
fitment in size ranges XS-M and L-XL.

 - Lycra®-laminated foam padding kits: adaptable 
and interchangeable EVA foam pads allow 
compatibility with body protection systems. 

 - Strap System: Light strap worn 
over or under the jersey. 

 - The BNS Pro incorporates a bio-organic 
engineering design for superb ergonomics: 

 - Rear stabilizer promotes PFR (Progressive 
Force Relief) and dissipate energy loads by 
transmitting them across the back and shoulders 
and away from spine (thoracic vertebrae),and 
is connected to the frames via pivot key.

 - Frame construction promotes improved contact 
with helmet during impact – including rear 
support edge that fits closer to the body, extra 
width to account for different helmet sizes 

and raised chest to reduce hyper-flexion.  
 - Innovative quick-release locking system for 
rapid and efficient fitting/removal offers 
highly secure and convenient closure.

 - Compressed EVA foam compound padding 
to distribute the impact force over the 
widest area, yet remain lightweight.

 - Category 2 CE certified under the 
PPE Directive (89/686/EEC).

SIZE BLACK WHITE RED
XS/M 482-6010
L/XL 482-6011 BNS A-STRAP

482-6019 ANTHRACITE
SUBSTANTIAL STRAP SYSTEM WHICH 
SECURES THE BNS ONTO THE RIDER 

WITH THE AID OF A CHEST STRAP.
SIZE OS
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BIONIC TECH JACKET
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - 2XL

 - EN 1621-1:2012 / LEVEL 1
 - EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 2
 - prEN 1621-3:2013 / LEVEL 2
 - Upgrading of the back protector CE level: CE 
certified against the EN 1621-2 : 2014 Level 2. Grid 
technology embedded on the back protector .

 - Upgrading of the chest protector CE level : 
CE certified against the prEN 1621-3 : 2013 
Level 2 FULL CHEST Type A .Grid technology 
embedded on the chest protector.

 - Shoulder and elbow PU foams new softer 
formulation and channeling design for more 
flexibility. CE certified against the EN 1621-1 : 2012

 - Grid technology makes the product lighter and 
improves the breathability and air ventilation.

 - Soft touch BNS puller for an easy and 
safe engagement with the BNS.

 - New kidney belt system.
 - Highly versatile, modular and customizable fit 
for different forms of off-road riding is afforded 
by: removable BP, removable comfort padding; 
v-strap kidney belt; Cross Lacing Sleeve.

 - (CLS) closures; removable sleeves; full 
compatibility with BNS protection.

 - Innovative, CE certified chest protector backed 
by technical, eva shock absorbing material 
which molds to rider’s body shape.

 - Premium, CE certified shoulder and elbow/forearm 
protectors systems feature: hermoformed 3d poly 
padding for comfort and shock absorption; dual 

protector cup for excellent flexibility and range 
of movement; protector cups are asymmetric 
to offer extended protection surfaces, which 
are contoured to ensure a close fit to keep the 
protection located and reduce rotation.

 - Detachable back protector can be removed 
to further enhance ventilation capabilities 
or adapted to accommodate BNS.

 - Protector panels are constructed from a 
polymer performance blend for optimized 
flexibility and excellent weight saving 
properties. Shells are vented and channeled to 
improve airflow and prevent heat build-up.

 - Innovative cross lacing system (CLS) 
for securing sleeves features elastic 
cord and breathable microfibers to give 

lightweight and highly customizable fit. CLS 
significantly reduces risk of arm pump.

 - Technical, elastane stretch mesh main construction 
is highly breathable and retains shape.

 - Strategically positioned Cordura panels 
for durability and abrasion resistance.

 - All components engineered for a reduced 
material construction garment that is extremely 
lightweight, slim and highly ventilated.

 - Convenient pull tab loops on shoulders for 
secure fitment of Alpinestars BNS.

 - Removable comfort padding on 
shoulders, chest and kidney area.

 - Premium, auto-locking YKK zips for main frontal 
closure and on detachable sleeves ensures security.

SIZE BLACK WHITE RED
  S 482-6100S
  M 482-6100M
  L 482-6100L
 XL 482-6100X 
XXL 482-61002X
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BIONIC PRO JACKET
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - 2XL

 - EN 1621-1:2012 / LEVEL 1
 - EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 2
 - Upgrading of the back protector CE level: CE 
certified against the EN 1621-2:2014 Level 2 .Grid 
technology embedded on the back protector .

 - Shoulder and elbow protectors with new softer 
PU formulation and channeling design for more 
flexibility .CE certified against the EN 1621-1:2012 

 - Soft touch BNS puller for an easy and 
safe engagement of the BNS.

 - Removable upper chest and back padded panels 
accommodate fitment of Alpinestars BNS.

 - Slim-fitting, highly breathable elastane stretch 
mesh main construction incorporating extensive

 - Cordura paneling for durability 
and abrasion resistance.

 - Reduced material construction on underarms 

and arms for ventilation and weight saving.
 - Integrated chest and back protection panels are: 
constructed from a robust polymer blend for 
optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving

 - Cordura textile finish - stitch mounted onto 
jacket for styling, stability and durability; 
reinforced by thermoformed 3D poly padding 
for comfort and shock absorption.

 - Slim-lined CE level protectors on shoulder 
and elbows offer excellent levels of 
resistance, shock and abrasion.

 - Premium, auto-locking YKK zips utilized for main 
frontal closure, plus convenient zip garage.

 - Convenient pull tab loops on shoulders 
for secure fitment of Alpinestars BNS.

 - Thermoformed padding on kidney 
areas for comfort and secure fit.

BIONIC PLUS JACKET
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - 2XL

 - EN 1621-1:2012 / LEVEL 1
 - EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 1
 - New perforated back panels feature triple-
layer EVA compound padding for good 
shock absorption .CE certified against 
the latest EN 1621-2:2014 level 1

 - Shoulder and elbow PU foams new softer 
formulation and channeling design to get more 
flexibility .CE certified against the EN 1621-1:2012

 - Soft touch BNS puller for an easy and 
safe engagement of the BNS.

 - Technical, elastane stretch 
mesh main construction is highly 
breathable and retains shape.

 - Reduced material construction on underarms 
and arms for ventilation and weight saving.

 - Slim lined, CE-certified elbow/forearm protectors 
provide excellent impact protection and are 
asymmetric to offer optimized left/right fit.

 - Bach protector features triple layer 
EVA compound padding for good 
shock absorption and padding.

 - Removable upper chest and back padded panels 
accommodate fitment of Alpinestars BNS.

 - Thermoformed chest and kidney 
protector padding.

 - Premium, auto-locking YKK zips for main 
frontal closure and on detachable sleeves

SIZE BLACK RED WHITE
  S 482-6110S
  M 482-6110M
  L 482-6110L
 XL 482-6110X 
XXL 482-61102X

SIZE BLACK RED WHITE
  S 482-6120S
  M 482-6120M
  L 482-6120L
 XL 482-6120X 
XXL 482-61202X
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STELLA BIONIC JACKET
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - 2XL

 - EN 1621-1:2012 / LEVEL 1
 - EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 2
 - Upgrading of the back protector CE level: CE 
certified against the EN 1621-2:2014 Level 2 .Grid 
technology embedded on the back protector .

 - Shoulder and elbow protectors with new softer 
PU formulation and channeling design for more 
flexibility .CE certified against the EN 1621-1:2012 

 - Soft touch BNS puller for an easy and 
safe engagement of the BNS.

 - Removable upper chest and back padded panels 
accommodate fitment of Alpinestars BNS.

 - Slim-fitting, highly breathable elastane stretch 
mesh main construction incorporating extensive

 - Cordura paneling for durability 
and abrasion resistance.

 - Reduced material construction on underarms 

and arms for ventilation and weight saving.
 - Integrated chest and back protection panels are: 
constructed from a robust polymer blend for 
optimized flexibility and excellent weight saving

 - Cordura textile finish - stitch mounted onto 
jacket for styling, stability and durability; 
reinforced by thermoformed 3D poly padding 
for comfort and shock absorption.

 - Slim-lined CE level protectors on shoulder 
and elbows offer excellent levels of 
resistance, shock and abrasion.

 - Premium, auto-locking YKK zips utilized for main 
frontal closure, plus convenient zip garage.

 - Convenient pull tab loops on shoulders 
for secure fitment of Alpinestars BNS.

 - Thermoformed padding on kidney 
areas for comfort and secure fit.

YOUTH BIONIC JACKET
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: OS

 - EN 1621-1:2012 / LEVEL 1
 - EN 1621-2:2014 / LEVEL 1
 - New perforated back panels feature triple-
layer EVA compound padding for good 
shock absorption .CE certified against 
the latest EN 1621-2:2014 level 1

 - Shoulder and elbow PU foams new softer 
formulation and channeling design to get more 
flexibility .CE certified against the EN 1621-1:2012

 - Soft touch BNS puller for an easy and 
safe engagement of the BNS.

 - Technical, elastane stretch 
mesh main construction is highly 
breathable and retains shape.

 - Reduced material construction on underarms 
and arms for ventilation and weight saving.

 - Slim lined, CE-certified elbow/forearm protectors 
provide excellent impact protection and are 
asymmetric to offer optimized left/right fit.

 - Bach protector features triple layer 
EVA compound padding for good 
shock absorption and padding.

 - Removable upper chest and back padded panels 
accommodate fitment of Alpinestars BNS.

 - Thermoformed chest and kidney 
protector padding.

 - Premium, auto-locking YKK zips for main 
frontal closure and on detachable sleeves

SIZE BLACK PURPLE
  S 482-6130S
  M 482-6130M
  L 482-6130L

SIZE BLACK RED
OS 482-6139Y
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BIONIC FREERIDE SHORT
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - 2XL

 - Lycra® and mesh base construction. 
 - Ventilated foam padding on hip, 
thigh and tailbone areas. 

 - Hard PU inserts reinforce the thigh and tailbone 
areas for additional impact and abrasion resistance.

MX AIR KIDNEY BELT
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: OS

 - Lycra® and mesh base construction. 
 - Ventilated foam padding on hip, 
thigh and tailbone areas. 

 - Hard PU inserts reinforce the thigh and tailbone 
areas for additional impact and abrasion resistance.

COMP PRO SHORT
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - XL

 - Stretch mesh construction. 
 - Strategically placed foam padding.
 - Printed logos.

SATURN KIDNEY BELT
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: OS

 - Ergonomically designed for maximum 
stability across the torso and lower back. 

 - Lightweight and flexible construction. 
 - Reinforced TPR main panel. 
 - Waist straps with mesh insert for ventilation. 
 - Dual Velcro closure on the waist offers precise fit.

SIZE BLACK RED
  S 482-6050S
  M 482-6050M
  L 482-6050L
 XL 482-6050X 
XXL 482-60502X

SIZE BLACK RED
OS 482-6060

SIZE BLACK WHITE
OS 482-6064

SIZE BLACK RED
  S 482-6051S
  M 482-6051M
  L 482-6051L
 XL 482-6051X 
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A-10 FULL CHEST PROTECTOR 
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: XS - S / M - L / XL - 2XL

 - Protector plates feature embedded grid 
technology under the shells which absorbs 
and dissipates impacts forces. Grid technology 
cell system enables greater flexibility and air 
ventilation while allowing for significantly reduced 
weight. Protector plates are CE certified: 

 - Back protector is CE certified according 
with the EN 1621-2:2014  level 2.  

 - Chest protector is CE certified according with 
the prEN 1621-3:2016 Level 2 full chest Type A.  

 - Shoulder protectors are CE certified according 

with the EN 1621-1:2012  level 1 Type A.  
 - Hard shells are constructed from a 
high performance polymeric material 
blend for optimized flexibility and 
excellent weight saving properties.

 - Shells feature perforation zones 
and air channelling for excellent 
breathability and ventilation.  

 - Modular design to allow for addition 
of BNS neck support: 

 - Removable upper back padded 

panel for BNS compatibility.
 - Removable upper front panel 
for BNS compatibility.

 - Soft touch BNS puller for convenient 
and safe engagement of the BNS.

 - Modular design means protector can be 
worn in various configurations allowing 
rider to use in different riding situations.  

 - Removable EVA padding on biceps 
with a locking system on the shoulder 
pad keeps protection in position. 

 - Soft bio foam padded chassis for maximum 
comfort and personalised, close-to-the-body fit.

 - Side adjustable kidney belt allows for 
various fit sizes and ensures protection 
remains close the body at all times. 

 - Features Alpinestars quick release attachment 
system for convenient in and out.

 - Comes in international sizes XS/S –M/L – XL/XXL

SIZE WHITE BLACK RED
    M/L 482-62202
   XS/S 482-62201

 XL/2XL 482-62203
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A-4 CHEST PROTECTOR
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: XS - S / M - L / XL - 2XL

 - Front and back hard shell guards constructed 
from a performance poly-material blend 
for optimized flexibility and excellent 
weight saving. Shells are Ce certified:

 - Front shell CE certified against EN 
14021:2003 (stone shield) 

 - Back protector CE certified according 
with the EN 1621-2:2014 level 1.

 - Shells are perforated for maximum 
breathability and cooling ventilation, 
perfect for those hot dusty track rides.

 - Adjustable kidney elastic strap incorporates 
thermoformed perforated rib protection 
panels for high levels of protection 
without compromising movement. 

 - Kidney closure system has newly 

designed, quick and easy-to-use buckles. 
New guard closure means one size fits 
a broad range of rider body types.  

 - Soft bio-foam padded chassis for optimized 
levels of comfort and close-to-the-body fit.

 - Modular design means A-4 is optimized 
for use with BNS neck braces:

 - Removable upper back padded panel 
for BNS neck support compatibility.

 - Soft touch BNS puller for easy and 
safe engagement of the BNS.

 - Removable and adjustable shoulder pads for 
size regulation with integrated BNS puller.

 - Additional thermoformed EVA tale extension 
for extended coverage to the coccyx area. 

 - Comes in international sizes XS/S –M/L – XL/XXL

A-1 ROOST GUARD
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: M - L / XL - 2XL

 - Front and back hard shell guards constructed 
from a performance poly-material blend 
for optimized flexibility and excellent 
weight saving. Front and back shell guards 
are CE certified to EN 14021:2003.

 - Shells are perforated for maximum 
breathability and cooling ventilation, 
perfect for those hot dusty track rides.

 - Soft and lightweight bio-foam padded throughout 
chassis for maximum comfort and fit.

 - Removable upper back padded panel enables 
perfect fitting of BNS neck support.

 - Soft touch BNS puller for easy and 

safe engagement of the BNS.
 - Removable and adjustable shoulder pads for 
size regulation with integrated BNS puller.

 - Adjustable kidney elastic strap closure system 
with newly designed, quick and easy-to-use 
buckle. New guard closure means one size 
fits a broad range of rider body types.  

 - Innovative integrated Y-strap system 
for modular use of back protector with 
fast and convenient mounting. 

 - Available in sizes: M/L – XL/2XL.

STAR WASHER
695 3516 10

SIZE WHITE BLACK RED
XS/S 482-62101
 M/L 482-62102

 XL/2XL 482-62103

SIZE WHITE BLACK RED
    M/L 482-62001

 XL/2XL 482-62002
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FLUID TECH CARBON KNEE BRACE
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - L / XL - 2XL

 - EN 1621-1:2012 K type B / LEVEL 1
 - New strong and advanced high-performance 
carbon polymer compound PA12 LCF 
reinforced for higher breaking resistance.

 - New additional thin Ergo Fit spacer on the medial 
(bike) side to have the knee closer to the bike.

 - New graphics
 - New softer and comfortable strap 
system to avoid skin irritations.

 - New soft comfortable lateral knee 
padding to avoid pressure points.

 - The Fluid Tech is lightweight, strong and is 
constructed from an advanced, high-performance 

carbon polymer compound to offer:
 - Optimized structural integrity and frame strength
 - The Fluid Tech features a lightweight 
‘exoskeleton’,reduced material construction design.

 - Highly ventilated: Channeled padding and mesh 
zones for optimized ventilation and airflow.

 - Crucial weight-saving: the Fluid Tech is 40 per 
cent lighter than current B2 brace versions.

 - Extreme temperature resilience: Fluid Tech 
performs at temperatures as low as -20°C (-4°F).

 - The Fluid Tech is designed to provide a highly 
customizable, personalized and stable fit:

 - SAS (size adapter system): provides 

adjustable and versatile brace fitment 
in size ranges S-M-L and XL-2XL.

 - Innovative spacer system: Brace supplied 
with leg-size adjustment spacers (1mm, 
2mm and 3mm) on either side of hinge, plus 
two pairs of flexible, anatomically optimized 
‘ergofit’ spacers (6mm and 9mm) for improved 
directional articulation performance.

 - Knee pivot system: New double-pivoting hinge 
system incorporating tool-free, fast, easily 
exchangeable extension stops (0, 5, 10, 15, 20 
degrees) to prevent hyper-extension injuries.

 - The Fluid Tech incorporates a bio-
organic engineering design for superb 

anatomical performance:
 - Innovative patella/knee cup protection system: 
Ergonomically sculptured and ventilated knee 
cup system constructed from semi-rigid TPU 
backed by shock-absorbing PU memory foam.

 - Correct position of knee cup is secured accurately 
in place with top and bottom elastic straps, 
allowing multi-directional freedom of movement.

 - Additional protection in strongly angled positions 
afforded by upper and lower patella cuffs.

 - Innovative, dual X-strap system promotes 
secure fitment of brace in all riding positions 
and includes combined buckle and Velcro 
closures for rapid and easy mounting.

SIZE
ANTHRACITE 

RED WHITE
- RIGHT -

S/L 482-6260R
XL/XXL 482-6261R

SIZE
ANTHRACITE 

RED WHITE
- SET -

S/L 482-6260
XL/XXL 482-6261

SIZE
ANTHRACITE 

RED WHITE
- LEFT - 

S/L 482-6260L
XL/XXL 482-6261L
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FLUID PRO KNEE BRACE SET
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - L / XL - 2XL

 - EN 1621-1:2012 K type B / level 1
 - New material blend pa12 gf reinforced for 
more stabilizing and supportive effect

 - New graphics
 - New softer and comfortable strap 
system to avoid skin irritations.

 - New soft comfortable lateral knee 
padding to avoid pressure points.

 - The fluid pro is lightweight, strong and is 
constructed from an advanced, high-performance 
carbon polymer compound to offer:

 - Optimized structural integrity and frame strength

 - The fluid pro features a lightweight ‘exoskeleton’, 
reduced material construction design.

 - Highly ventilated: channeled padding and mesh 
zones for optimized ventilation and airflow.

 - Crucial weight-saving: the fluid pro is 25 per 
cent lighter than current b2 brace versions.

 - Extreme temperature resilience: fluid pro 
performs at temperatures as low as -20°c (-4°f).

 - The fluid pro is designed to provide a highly 
customizable, personalized and stable fit:

 - Sas (size adapter system): provides adjustable and 
versatile brace fitment in size ranges s-m-l and xl-2xl.

 - Innovative spacer system: brace supplied with 
leg-size adjustment spacers (1mm, 2mm and 
3mm) on either side of hinge, plus two pairs of 
flexible, anatomically optimized ‘ergofit’

 - Spacers (6mm and 9mm) for improved 
directional articulation performance.

 - Knee pivot system: new double-pivoting hinge 
system incorporating tool-free, fast, easily

 - Exchangeable extension stops (0, 5, 10, 15, 20 
degrees) to prevent hyper-extension injuries.

 - The fluid pro incorporates a bio-organic engineering 
design for superb anatomical performance:

 - Innovative patella/knee cup protection system: 
ergonomically sculptured and ventilated knee 
cup system constructed from semi-rigid tpu 
backed by shock-absorbing pu memory foam.

 - Correct position of knee cup is secured accurately 
in place with top and bottom elastic straps, 
allowing multi-directional freedom of movement.

 - Additional protection in strongly angled positions 
afforded by upper and lower patella cuffs.

 - Innovative, dual x-strap system promotes 
secure fitment of brace in all riding positions 
and includes combined buckle and velcro 
closures for rapid and easy mounting.

SIZE WHITE BLACK RED
S/L 482-62501

XL/XXL 482-62502
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KNEE SLEEVE
TECH LAYER  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - M / L - XL

 - Specifically designed to fit underneath 
knee brace or protector. 

 - Elasticated edging with silicon print 
helps keep sock positioned.

SX-1 KNEE GUARD
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - M / L - XL / 2XL

 - CE certified knee brace  to the latest 
EN 1621-1:  2012 K type A ( level 1)

 - Upper and lower frames are constructed 
from a high performance polymeric 
material blend for optimized levels 
of flexibility and strength as well as 
excellent weight saving properties.

 - Polymer protector plates are 
strategically perforated for maximum 
breathability and air ventilation.

 - Featuring Alpinestars Dual Gear System 
(DGS) a dual pivot with integrated hinge 
gear system for dynamic fit for mobility.

 - Upper frame features extended 

frame for increased thigh protection 
without compromising mobility. 

 - Innovative patella construction 
features ‘floating’ protection cup for 
continuous coverage and mobility 
regardless of leg position. 

 - Patella cup constructed from 
impact resistant PU foam knee cup 
that is CE certified to Type A. 

 - Patella cup is backed by soft, viscoelastic 
padding for adaptive fit and breathable 
air mesh for ventilation and comfort.  

 - High Abrasion resistant fabric with 
an over injected TPU frame structure 

on outer central knee-cup area to 
improve the impact performances.

 - Thermoformed foam backing for 
excellent comfort against the skin. 

 - Frames are asymmetrical and 
feature a slim, ergonomic design for 
comfort and performance fit. 

 - Velcro and TPR dual strap closure 
systems for easy in and out and 
a personalized, safe fit. 

 -  Straps feature airprene for 
optimized comfort and airflow.   

 - Available in sizes: S/M – L/XL – 2XL

SIZE WHITE BLACK
S/M 482-62801
L/XL 482-62802
XXL 482-62803

SIZE BLACK RED
S/M 482-62591
L/XL 482-62592
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VAPOR PRO KNEE PROTECTOR
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - M / L - XL / YOUTH SIZE: OS

 - CE certified knee brace against the latest 
EN 1621-1: 2012 K type A or B (leveL1)

 - New color combination
 - CE certified protection systems 
utilizing robust protective structures 
and impact absorption padding.

 - Thermo-formed polymer material construction 
offers improved impact performance.

 - Highly ergonomic design improves 

streamlining while providing crucial 
protection for MX and off-road riding.

 - Asymmetrical and lightweight ergonomic 
panel construction offers extended 
protection surfaces to reduce rotation.

 - Dual strap closure system on Knee Protectors 
specially designed to offer more comfort and 
adjustment, with top strap mounted above the 
knee and lower strap positioned for ergonomic fit.

VAPOR PRO ELBOW PROTECTOR
PROTECTION  / PRODUCED SIZES:S - M / L - XL / YOUTH SIZE: OS

 - CE certified elbow protection against the 
latest EN 1621-1: 2012 E type A or B (leveL1)

 - New padding construction and profiles on 
the upper part to have a better flexibility 
and reduce any material wrinkles.

 - New V-strap system with Velcro closures 
for rapid and easy mounting.

 - New color combination.
 - CE certified protection systems 
utilizing robust protective structures 
and impact absorption padding.

 - Thermo-formed polymer material construction 
offers improved impact performance.

 - Highly ergonomic design improves 
streamlining while providing crucial 
protection for MX and off-road riding.

 - V strap closure system on Elbow Protectors 
specially designed to offer rapid and 
easy mounting and adjustment.

 - Advanced 3D poly padding for increased 
comfort and a close-fitting performance.

 - Asymmetrical and lightweight ergonomic 
panel construction offers extended 
protection surfaces to reduce rotation.

 - Vented panels and 3D mesh material give 
comfort to the rider, preventing heat build-up 
while maintaining tactile contact with skin.

SIZE BLACK GRAY
S/M 482-62811
L/XL 482-62812

SIZE BLACK GRAY
S/M 482-62401
L/XL 482-62402

SIZE BLACK GRAY
YOUTH

OS 482-62810

SIZE BLACK GRAY
YOUTH

OS 482-62400
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KNEE BRACE SOCKS
TECH LAYER  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - M / L - 2XL

 - Specifically designed to fit underneath 
knee brace or protector. 

 - Upper part constructed from Lycra® and mesh for 
breathability and comfortable compression fit. 

 - Elasticated edging with silicon print 
helps keep sock positioned.

 - Socks Constructed from poly-fabric for 
breathability and comfortable compression fit.

LONG MX SOCKS
TECH LAYER  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - M / L - 2XL

 - Specifically designed to fit underneath 
knee brace or protector. 

 - Constructed from poly-fabric and perforated areas 

for breathability and comfortable compression fit. 
 - Elasticated edging with silicon print 
helps keep sock positioned.

SIZE RED
S/M 482-64000

L/2XL 482-64001

SIZE RED
S/M 482-64100

L/2XL 482-64101
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TECH COOLMAX® SOCKS
TECH LAYER  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - M / L - 2XL

 - Constructed from technical Coolmax® 
material to keep feet cool and dry. 

 - Elasticated cuff prevents slippage 
and reduces material bunching. 

 - Arch support band for improved 

performance fit and comfort. 
 - Density cushioning on heel, toe, insole, Achilles 
area and shin for comfort and durability. 

 - Knee length sizing for maximum coverage. 
 - Anti-bacterial, non-odorous.

PRO COOLMAX® SOCKS
TECH LAYER  / PRODUCED SIZES: S - M / L - 2XL

 - Constructed from technical Coolmax® 
material to keep feet cool and dry. 

 - Nostatex® sole for excellent moisture-
wicking and breathability. 

 - Elasticated cuff prevents slippage 
and reduces material bunching. 

 - Arch and calf support bands for improved 
performance fit and comfort. 

 - Density cushioning on heel, toe, insole and 
Achilles area for comfort and durability. 

 - Knee length sizing for maximum coverage. 
 - Anti-bacterial, non-odorous.

SIZE GREEN RED BLACK
S/M 482-64170 482-64150 482-64180

L/2XL 482-64171 482-64151 482-64181

SIZE RED ORANGE GREEN
S/M 482-64050 482-64060 482-64070

L/2XL 482-64051 482-64061 482-64071
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TECH 8 /  TECH 8  RS

REMOVABLE FOOTBED INSERTS

FOOTPEG INSERTS REPLACEMENT

TECH 10

NEW TECH 7 / TECH 7 ENDURO

NEW TECH 7 / TECH 7 ENDURO

NEW TECH 10

NEW TECH 5 / TECH 1

TOUCAN GTX

TECH 10 / STELLA TECH 3 / TECH 2 
/ TEC H 8
482-5053

NEW TECH7 / TECH 7 ENDURO /
NEW TECH 5 / NEW TECH 3S  / 
TECH6 S / TOUCAN GTX / TECH 7S
482-5200

STRAP LOCK SET REPLACEMENT

INNER BRACE REPLACEMENT

INNER BRACE SIDE BARS
NEW TECH10

MEDIAL PROTECTOR RUBBER INSERT

NEW TECH7 / TECH 7 ENDURO

NEW TECH10

TECH8

NEW TECH10
482-5050 BLACK

NEW TECH10
482-5051 WHITE

BUCKLE BASE SUPPORT REPLACEMENT

NEW TECH10

NEW TECH 8RS

TECH 8 RS / TECH 8 / TECH 7 / 
TECH 7 SUPERMOTO / TECH 3 /
482-5140

KICK START REPLACEMENT

SIZE RED
7 482-5067
8 482-5068
9 482-5069
10 482-5070
11 482-5071
12 482-5072
13 482-5073
14 482-5074

SIZE
7-8 482-5017

9-10 482-5018
11-14 482-5019

SIZE
5-7 482-5120

8-10 482-5121
11-15 482-5122

SIZE
5-7 482-5220

8-10 482-5221
11-16 482-5222

SIZE
7 482-5707
8 482-5708
9 482-5709
10 482-5710
11 482-5711
12 482-5712
13 482-5713

SIZE
5 482-5260
6 482-5261
7 482-5262
8 482-5263
9 482-5264
10 482-5265

SIZE
4-5 482-5110
6-7 482-5111
8-9 482-5112

10-11 482-5113
12-13 482-5114
13-14 482-5115

SIZE
7-8 482-5000

9-10 482-5001
11-12 482-5002
13-14 482-5003

SIZE
5 482-5405
6 482-5406
7 482-5407
8 482-5408
9 482-5409
10 482-5410
11 482-5411
12 482-5412
13 482-5413
14 482-5414
15 482-5415
16 482-5416

SIZE
5 482-5205
6 482-5206
7 482-5207
8 482-5208
9 482-5209
10 482-5210
11 482-5211
12 482-5212
13 482-5213
14 482-5214
15 482-5215

SIZE
5 482-5125
6 482-5126
7 482-5127
8 482-5128
9 482-5129
10 482-5130
11 482-5131
12 482-5132
13 482-5133
14 482-5134
15 482-5135

SIZE
7 482-5007
8 482-5008
9 482-5009
10 482-5010
11 482-5011
12 482-5012
13 482-5013
14 482-5014

SIZE
7 482-5037
8 482-5038
9 482-5039
10 482-5040
11 482-5041
12 482-5042
13 482-5043
14 482-5044

11 482-5266
12 482-5267
13 482-5268
14 482-5269
15 482-5270
16 482-5271

SIZE
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 482-5144 TECH 8 / 
TECH 8 LIGHT / TECH 8 RS / 
TECH 3 ALL TERRAIN / TECH 1 / 
TECH 6 / M6 / SUPERVICTORY / TECH 1 AT

TECH 10 / TECH 8 / NEW TECH 8 
TECH 8 LIGHT / TECH 8 RS / 
TOUCAN GTX / TECH 7 /  
TECH 7 SUPERMOTO /
TECH 6 / 
STELLA TECH 6 /
TECH 3 / 
STELLA TECH 3 /
TECH 2 / S-MX 1
25BLT10 / 10

BUCKLE BASE REPLACEMENT

NEW TECH 5 / TECH 7S 
/ TECH 1
482-5400

TOE CAPS REPLACEMENT

STEEL HEEL CAP REPLACEMENT
TECH 8 / TECH 8 LIGHT / TECH 8 RS 
482-5145

NEW TECH 10 / TECH7 / TECH7 ENDURO
482-5052

TECH 8   
482-5143

BUCKLES STRAPS REPLACEMENT

NEW TECH10
482-5054 BLACK

NEW TECH10
482-5055 WHITE

TECH 1
482-5501 BLACK WHITE

NEW TECH 8 RS TECH 8 RS / TECH 8 
482-5141 BLACK / 482-5142 WHITE

NEW TECH7 / TECH 7 ENDURO /
NEW TECH 5 / 482-5201 BLACK

NEW TOUCAN GTX
482-5701 BLACK

NEW TECH7 / TECH 7 ENDURO /
NEW TECH 5 / 482-5202 WHITE

COROZAL ADVENTURE / BELIZE
482-5720 BLACK

TECH 1
482-5500 BLACK

TECH T / TECH 7S
482-5300 BLACK

TECH 3S / NEW TECH 3S
482-5649 BLACK


